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WONDER TRANSMEDIA PAIRS WITH GENESIS GROUP UNLIMITED TO
DEVELOP WONDER’S FEATURE GALACTIC ACADEMY AS AN ANIMATED
TELEVISION SERIES
“We are incredibly excited to be working with Genesis on bringing one of our two feature titles,
Galactic Academy, to the small screen as a weekly series. Genesis has a wonderful track record
in kid’s and family television. A few of the shows currently on the Genesis slate include the
worldwide hit Hi-5 and the upcoming series Apollo Rex,” says Wonder CEO Al Ovadia.
Genesis will manage all aspects of the series from development through production. Genesis will
also handle sales of the series worldwide via Genesis's extensive global broadcast and streaming
relationships. Genesis' cooperation was inspired by Wonder's previously developed feature
screenplay Galactic Academy: an out-of-this-world comedy adventure whose robotic characters
attend a fictional high school on a distant planet.
Genesis CEO Rick Romano says “We are extremely excited to adapt Wonder's feature
screenplay Galactic Academy into a television series. It is a show that, while being funny and
fun to watch, will also have educational values, teach kids right from wrong, and most
importantly provide kids worldwide the knowledge that working hard and believing in your self
does pay off.”
Wonder Transmedia: A team that is led by the former 20th Century Fox Division President who launched
“The Simpson's” and Sony Pictures Division Head who launched “Spider Man”. Wonder produces
evergreen Intellectual Property with a disruptive brand-building pathway across multiple digital-media
platforms to build audiences, drive revenue, and provide sustainable shareholder value.
Genesis Group Unlimited: A team that has a combined 75 years of production, writing, marketing, and
distribution experience in both international motion pictures and television. Genesis has also helped build
and manage film and television infrastructure (studios, equipment, and training). Genesis Group
Unlimited utilizes its wholly owned subsidiary, Genesis Transmedia Group, to produce and distribute
Motion Pictures and Television programming globally.
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